A Scavenger Hunt Through History

Make history come alive! See how many questions you can answer as you visit the Little White House State Historic Site and FDR Memorial Museum. Rangers are available for assistance.

**In the Museum**
- How many times was Franklin D. Roosevelt elected President? ______
- On what date did FDR die? ________________
- What is the name of FDR’s dog? ______________
- What color is FDR’s car? _______________
- Who did FDR marry? ______________________
- What is the name of the famous Stage Coach? _______________
- Can You Find:
  - The smallest drawing of the White House (in center case of the museum)
  - The Mayflower (inside a glass box)
  - Postage stamps that President Roosevelt approved
  - FDR’s “Big Stick”
  - George Washington and the “Man in the Moon” on the Walking Canes

**On the Walk of Flags and Stones**
- What state flag is shaped like this? _____________
- How many stones are there on the Walk of Flags and Stones? ________

**In the Little White House**
- Can you find?
  - The handwritten message on the wall in the kitchen
  - The wishbones or chicken “pulley” bones in the kitchen
  - The President’s 3 telephones
  - The window where the President’s dog scratched when he wanted out
- How many rooms are in the Little White House? ____________
- Who cooked FDR’s meals? ________________________
- How many “Panic” buttons are in the Little White House? ______
- What kind of table did FDR like to work at? ________________
- What type of chair was FDR’s wheelchair made from? ________________
- What ship in the living room did FDR help to build? ________________

**In the Legacy Exhibit**
- How many paintings of FDR are in the Legacy Exhibit? ______
- Who’s safe was given to the Little White House for a display? ________________
- What famous charitable organization got it’s start at Warm Springs? ________________